Shopping for the Packing List
There are a number of items your child will most likely need for their trip to
Ireland that might be great birthday or holiday gifts.
We do NOT recommend backpacks for travel—they tend to get left on the
backs of chairs, and in urban areas can be easily opened (by others!)
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We recommend that boys use a Passport Pouch—this goes
around their neck inside their shirts, and is a great place to keep
money, credit or debit cards and important documents.
Girls should have a cross-body bag. These stay on
the body (unlike backpacks) and are more secure
than backpacks.
Every traveler will need a 22’ (max) roll-aboard
suitcase. Please purchase one that is light when
it’s empty—it’s only going to get heavier once it’s
filled, and each child is responsible for carrying this suitcase
between airport, bus and hotel. It’s also a good idea to get one
that looks a little different or that you add some distinct
personal flair to—you really won’t believe how many black
suitcases there are in the world until you’ve been to luggage
claim in an international airport.
Ireland is a country that has different weather about every 10 minutes. We are
asking a donor to provide hooded rain jackets for the choir, but your child will
also need shoes that can handle getting wet.
We encourage each traveler to have a small journal to write
down their impressions of the day.
Keep in mind that overseas travelers with
the SCC are not allowed to bring Wi-Fi
enabled devices on tour, so they may need a
camera if they typically rely on their phones
for this function. No camera? No worry! We’ll have
professional photographer Dan Biggerstaff with us, who will
be producing a quality book as a memento of the trip.
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